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Abstract

This paper studies the mid-term production planning of high-tech low-volume industries. Mid-term

production planning (6 to 24 months) allocates the capacity of production resources to different

products over time and coordinates the associated inventories and material inputs so that known

or predicted demand is met in the best possible manner. High-tech low-volume industries can

be characterized by the limited production quantities and the complexity of the supply chain.

To model this, we introduce a mixed integer linear programming model that can handle general

supply chains and production processes that require multiple resources. Furthermore, it supports

semi-flexible capacity constraints and multiple production modes.

Because of the integer production variables, size of realistic instances and complexity of the

model, this model is not easily solved by a commercial solver. Applying Benders’ decomposition

results in alternative capacity constraints and a second formulation of the problem. Where the first

formulation assigns resources explicitly to release orders, the second formulation assures that the

available capacity in any subset of the planning horizon is sufficient. Since the number of alter-

native capacity constraints is exponential, we first solve the second formulation without capacity

constraints. Each time an incumbent is found during the branch and bound process a maximum

flow problem is used to find missing constraints. If a missing constraint is found it is added and the

branch and bound process is restarted. Results from a realistic test case show that utilizing this

algorithm to solve the second formulation is significantly faster than solving the first formulation.
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1. Introduction

In this paper we consider the mid-term production planning of high-tech low-volume industries.

Mid-term production planning allocates the capacity of production resources, e.g. machines, spe-

cialized work force, tools and space, to different products over time and coordinates the associated

inventories and material inputs so that known or predicted demand is met in the best possible man-

ner (Missbauer & Uzsoy (2011)). The planning horizon ranges from 6 to 24 months, which enables

the consideration of seasonal patterns (Fleischmann et al. (2015)). Mid-term production planning

is of great importance for any manufacturing company, since it synchronizes the flow of materi-

als along the entire supply chain, which results in reduced inventory levels, thereby contributing

to higher returns of investment for the company and its suppliers (Albrecht et al. (2015)). More

specifically, we study the mathematical programming models that arise when a rolling scheduling

approach is applied, i.e. when each period a deterministic model is solved and the immediate de-

cisions are implemented (c.f. Silver et al. (1998) or de Kok & Fransoo (2003)). This is by far the

most common approach in practice and this has motivated the extensive literature on planning and

scheduling. The determination of the exogenous parameters that enable to cope with uncertainty,

such as safety stocks and nominal lead times, are outside the scope of this paper.

There is a vast body of literature on mid-term production planning (c.f. Bertrand et al. (1990)

or Albrecht et al. (2015)), in which this is called the goods flow control process or the master

planning process. However, the majority studies high-volume industries while high-tech low-volume

industries (e.g. machine building and aerospace) are not adequately represented (Stadtler (2005b)).

Therefore, the focus of this paper is on high-tech low-volume industries, which can be characterized

by the limited production quantities and the complexity of the supply chains. Note that this paper

is inspired by a real-life application from a company that produces semiconductor equipment, i.e.

very complex machines.

The models for high-volume production planning use continuous production quantity variables

(c.f. Buschkühl et al. (2010) or Missbauer & Uzsoy (2011)). The key difference between high-

volume and low-volume production planning is that for the former the rounding of these variables

is insignificant, while for the latter this is clearly not the case. This is crucial since it causes

the mid-term production planning problem for high-tech low-volume industries to be discrete and,

considering the similarities between choosing which items to produce using the available capacity

and the knapsack problem, even NP-hard (see Appendix). However, in practice mid-term planning

is done every week or month and before a decision is made the problem is solved for many different

demand scenarios. Hence, the time required to solve an instance is of great importance.

Two papers that explore low-volume production planning are Kolisch (2000) and Stadtler

(2005a), which propose to apply project scheduling. However, taking into account the features
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of our real-life application, we propose to extend a model from the high-volume production plan-

ning literature. Because of the NP-hardness of the problem and the importance of fast solutions,

we apply Benders’ decomposition (Benders (1962)). This results in alternative capacity constraints

and a second formulation of the problem. We compare the tractability of both formulations on a

realistic test case. Subsequently, we compare our formulations with a model in Spitter et al. (2005),

which describes a similar problem.

Mid-term production planning issues work orders and thereby allocates materials and capacity,

such that demand is met in the best possible manner (c.f. de Kok & Fransoo (2003)). In other

words, given known or forecasted demand the objective is to minimize the costs of inventory and

backlog over a finite horizon subject to material availability and capacity constraints. The costs

of backlog and inventory are linear in time and size. Backlog of an item can only exist if there

is external demand for that item. The time between the release and the due date specified by a

work order is called the planned lead time and provides the lower planning level with the freedom

to control the detailed scheduling (c.f. Spitter (2005) or Jansen (2012)). Material availability

constraints ensure that work orders can only be released if the required components are available

at the right moment.

The capacity constraints ensure that work orders can only be released if the required resources

are available during the production processes. Deviating from the current literature, in which

capacity is claimed at fixed offsets (e.g. Jans & Degraeve (2008)) or capacity can be claimed

anywhere within the planned lead time (e.g. Spitter et al. (2005)), we introduce semi-flexible

capacity constraints, which limit the size of the capacity claims per time slot. Compared to capacity

claims at fixed offsets this provides extra planning flexibility. Since the production volumes are

small and the lead times are long, this is very beneficial when the capacity is limiting. However,

these constraints can also ensure that certain resources are claimed in specific time slots and thus

preserve the order in the production process. This is crucial for high-tech low-volume industries

since there the production of one item often entails multiple time consuming tasks and the order in

which these are executed is critical. These tasks for example consist of testing functionality. Note

that Naber & Kolisch (2014) introduce similar capacity constraints to a project scheduling problem.

One important difference is that their limits on the size of the capacity claims are constant during

lead time, while these limits may vary per time slot in our case.

Besides the semi-flexible capacity constraints we adopt another source of planning flexibility:

alternative modes of production (e.g. Voß & Woodruff (2006) or Weglarz et al. (2011)). These

production modes might differ in lead time, resource requirements and assembly sequences. In high-

tech low-volume industries lead times are often long and production processes require specialized

manpower. Planning around periods of lower resources availability (e.g. vacations) thus implies
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sizable inventory and backlog costs. Using production modes with longer lead times and thus more

flexible resource requirements, reduces these costs significantly. Similarly, in case of a material

shortage an assembly sequence in which the missing component is required later saves a lot of time.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In the next section we further specify the con-

sidered production structure and introduce the notation used. In Section 3 we introduce an integer

linear programming model of the problem. In Section 4 the application of Benders’ decomposition

results in alternative capacity constraints and a second formulation of the problem. Section 5 proves

the equivalence of the formulations described in Section 3 and 4. Section 6 describes an algorithm

that solves the second formulation. In Section 7 both our formulations are compared against a set

of test cases. In Section 8 we compare our model with the model of Spitter et al. (2005). Section

9 summarizes our findings and suggests further research.

2. Notation

We extend the model with balance equations of Spitter et al. (2005) by introducing production

modes, limiting the flexibility in the capacity constraints and enabling material claims during lead

time. We consider a supply chain consisting of n items. For each item i we define Mi as the set

of production modes that can be used to produce i. The planned lead time for the production of

item i using mode m is τim. To produce one item j in mode m, hij items i are required δijm time

slots after the release.

We consider a planning horizon of T time slots s defined as (s− 1, s]. Dit and Git represent the

independent (exogenous) and dependent (endogenous) demand for item i at time t respectively. Iit

and Bit represent the inventory during time interval (t, t+ 1) and the backlog at time t for item i

respectively. αit and βit are the costs of these, i.e. αit is the cost of having a single unit of item i

on inventory during (t, t + 1) and βit is the cost of having a backlog of one unit of item i at time

t. Besides Git, Iit and Bit, Ritm is a crucial variable. It represents the size of the work order of

item i released at time t with production mode m. Since items could have a lead time of multiple

time slots, items could be halfway production at the start of the planning horizon. Therefore, we

introduce Ritm for work order releases in the past. The additional cost of releasing the work order

for an item i in production mode m at time t is γitm.

We consider k different resources. The available capacity of resource u during time slot s is cus.

For the production of one item i in mode m in total ptotium of resource u is required. In time slot q of

the production of an item i in mode m at least pmin
iqum of resource u is required and at most pmax

iqum of

resource u can be claimed for the production of this item. Like the model with balance equations

in Spitter et al. (2005), the first formulation of our model explicitly assigns resources to releases.

In other words, the variable Zitsum determines how much of resource u in time slot s should be
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used for the production of the work order for item i that is released at time t with release mode m.

To summarize we define the following parameters:

n: n ∈ N, the number of different items, which are labeled i = 1, ..., n.

k: k ∈ N, the number of resources, which are labeled u = 1, ..., k.

Mi: Mi ⊂ N, the set of production modes for item i, i = 1, ..., n.

τim: τim ∈ N, i = 1, ..., n, the planned lead time for the production of item i when

production mode m is used.

T : T ∈ N, the length of the planning horizon, which includes decision points t = 0, ..., T

and time slots s, defined as (s − 1, s], s = 1, ..., T . The past decision points t =

−τim, ...,−1 and time slots s = −τim + 1, ..., 0 are also considered.

Dit: Dit ∈ N, the independent demand for item i at time t, i = 1, ..., n, t = 0, ..., T .

hij : hij ∈ N, the number of units of item i needed for the production of a single unit of

item j, i = 1, ..., n, j = 1, ..., n.

δijm: δijm ∈ N, the number of time slots after the release moment of item j, component i is

required for production of j, in production mode m, i = 1, ..., n, j = 1, ..., n, m ∈Mj .

αit: αit > 0, the costs of keeping one single unit of item i on stock during (t, t + 1),

i = 1, ..., n, t = 0, ..., T .

βit: βit > 0, the costs of delaying the delivery of one single unit of item i from time t to

time t+ 1, i = 1, ..., n, t = 0, ..., T .

γitm: γitm ≥ 0, the extra costs occurring from releasing one single unit of item i at time t

with production mode m, i = 1, ..., n, t = 1, ..., T − τim, m ∈Mi.

Rim: The set of resources that are used to produce item i in mode m, i = 1, ..., n, m ∈Mi.

Iu: The set of items and their production modes (i,m) that require resource group u

during production, u = 1, ..., k.

cus: cus ≥ 0, the maximum amount available of resource group u in time slot s, u = 1, ..., k,

s = 1, ..., T .

pmin
iqum: pmin

iqum ≥ 0, the minimum amount of resource u required in time slot t + q for the

production order of one item i released at time t with production mode m, i = 1, ..., n,

m ∈Mi, q = 1, ..., τim, u ∈ Rim.

pmax
iqum: pmax

iqum ≥ 0, the maximum amount of resource u that can be allocated in time slot t+q

to the production order of one item i released at time t with production mode m,

i = 1, ..., n, m ∈Mi, q = 1, ..., τim, u ∈ Rim.

ptotium: ptotium ≥ 0, the total amount of resource u required to produce one item i released with

production mode m, i = 1, ..., n, m ∈Mi, u ∈ Rim.
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Ritm: Ritm ∈ N, the size of the work order of item i released in the past at time t with

production mode m, i = 1, ..., n, m ∈Mi, t = −τim, ...,−1.

Ii,−1: Ii,−1 ∈ N, the inventory level of item i at time −1, i = 1, ..., n.

Bi,−1: Bi,−1 ∈ N, the size of the backlog of item i at time −1, i = 1, ..., n.

Zitsum: Zitsum ≥ 0, the part of the planned work, related to the work order released in the

past, Ritm, executed before the start of the planning horizon in time slot s on resource

group u, i = 1, ..., n, m ∈Mi, t = −τim, ...,−1, s = t+ 1, ..., 0, u ∈ Rim.

Furthermore, the decision variables are:

Iit: The inventory of item i during time interval (t, t+ 1), i = 1, ..., n, t = 0, ..., T .

Bit: The backlog of item i at time t, i = 1, ..., n, t = 0, ..., T .

Git: The dependent demand of item i at time t, i = 1, ..., n, t = 0, ..., T .

Ritm: The size of the work order of item i released at time t with production mode m,

i = 1, ..., n, t = −τim, ..., T − τim, m ∈Mi.

Zitsum: The part of the planned work, related to work order release Ritm, executed in time slot

s on resource group u, i = 1, ..., n, m ∈Mi, t = −τim, ..., T − τim, s = t+1, ..., t+ τim,

u ∈ Rim.

Note that we are considering low-volume production, hence Ritm is an integer variable.

3. A mixed integer linear programming model

This model is based on the Extended model in Gort (2013) and explicitly assigns resources

to releases. If the assignment of resources to releases is known, checking the constraints on the

resource usage is straightforward. Given the notation introduced in the previous section, the mixed

integer linear programming formulation, which we will call Formulation 1, is as follows:

min

T∑
t=0

n∑
i=1

αitIit +

T∑
t=0

n∑
i=1

βitBit +

n∑
i=1

∑
m∈Mi

T−τim∑
t=0

γitmRitm

subject to

Iit = Ii,t−1 +
∑
m∈Mi

Ri,t−τim,m −Dit −Git +Bit −Bi,t−1 i = 1, ..., n, t = 0, ..., T (1)

Git =
n∑
j=1

∑
m∈Mj

hijRj,t−δijm,m i = 1, ..., n, t = 0, ..., T (2)

Bit −Bi,t−1 ≤ Dit i = 1, ..., n, t = 0, ..., T (3)

pmin
i,s−t,u,mRitm ≤ Zitsum ≤ pmax

i,s−t,u,mRitm i = 1, ..., n,m ∈Mi, u ∈ Rim,

t = −τim, ..., T − τim,
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s = t+ 1, ..., t+ τim (4)

t+τim∑
s=t+1

Zitsum = ptotiumRitm i = 1, ..., n,m ∈Mi, u ∈ Rim,

t = −τim, ..., T − τim (5)

n∑
i=1

∑
m∈Mi

s−1∑
t=s−τim

Zitsum ≤ cus u = 1, ..., k, s = 1, ..., T (6)

Ii,−1 = Ii,−1, Bi,−1 = Bi,−1 i = 1, ..., n

Ritm = Ritm i = 1, ..., n,m ∈Mi,

t = −τim, ...,−1

Zitsum = Zitsum i = 1, ..., n,m ∈Mi, u ∈ Rim,

t = −τim, ...,−1,

s = t+ 1, ..., 0

Iit, Bit ≥ 0 i = 1, ..., n, t = 0, ..., T

Ritm ∈ N i = 1, ..., n,m ∈Mi,

t = 0, ..., T − τim

Zitsum ≥ 0 i = 1, ..., n,m ∈Mi, u ∈ Rim,

t = −τim, ..., T − τim,

s = t+ 1, ..., t+ τim

The objective minimizes the costs of holding finished items on inventory, the costs of delivering

products too late and the extra costs involved with using different production modes. Constraint

(1) is the inventory balance equation, which models the flow of goods and enforces the satisfaction

of demand. Constraint (2) determines the dependent demand. Constraint (3) ensures that backlog

is only used for external demand. Constraint (4) ensures that resources assignments are between

their upper and lower bounds. Constraint (5) enforces that in total enough resources are assigned

to the production of an item. Constraint (6) ensures that the amount of work assigned to a resource

in a time slot is not bigger than the capacity.

4. Alternative capacity constraints

Preliminary test results showed that solving Formulation 1 with a standard commercial solver

is very time consuming for realistic instances. Therefore, we will present an alternative approach

to solve this problem based on Benders’ decomposition (Benders (1962)).
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The Zitsum variables are only used to make sure enough resources are available for the planned

production. Thus, indirectly, the constraints on Zitsum are constraints on the releases Ritm. The

number of these Zitsum variables, the number of constraints on these Zitsum variables and the fact

that these constraints are indirect constraints on the integer variables are complicating

factors. Note that the problem is fairly easy to solve without capacity constraints. Furthermore,

note that the problem is easy to solve if all variables are fixed except the Zitsum variables, since

they are continuous variables. Therefore, this problem might be suitable to solve using Benders’

decomposition (Benders (1962)). In the rest of the paper we will show that this is the case.

To apply Benders’ decomposition we split our variables into (Ritm, Iit, Bit, Git) and (Zitsum).

Constraints (1), (2) and (3) only contain variables from (Ritm, Iit, Bit, Git), while constraints (4),

(5) and (6) also contain variables from (Zitsum). Note that the objective function does not depend

on Zitsum. Then the subproblem is:

min 0

subject to

t+τim∑
s=t+1

Zitsum = ptotiumRitm i = 1, ..., n,m ∈Mi, u ∈ Rim,

t = −τim, ..., T − τim (7)

Zitsum ≥ pmin
i,s−t,u,mRitm i = 1, ..., n,m ∈Mi, u ∈ Rim,

t = −τim, ..., T − τim, s = t+ 1, ..., t+ τim (8)

Zitsum ≤ pmax
i,s−t,u,mRitm i = 1, ..., n,m ∈Mi, u ∈ Rim,

t = −τim, ..., T − τim, s = t+ 1, ..., t+ τim (9)

n∑
i=1

∑
m∈Mi

s−1∑
t=s−τim

Zitsum ≤ cus u = 1, ..., k, s = 1, ..., T (10)

Again, the objective function does not depend on Zitsum. Hence, the subproblem will only

generate feasibility cuts and no optimality cuts. Note that since pmin
itsum ≥ 0 constraint (8) implies

Zitsum ≥ 0. If we introduce dual variables πtotitum, πmin
itsum, πmax

itsum and πcapus for constraints (7), (8),

(9) and (10) respectively, the dual of the subproblem is:

max
∑

(i,t,u,m)

Ritmp
tot
itumπ

tot
itum +

∑
(i,t,s,u,m)

(pmin
i,s−t,u,mRitmπ

min
itsum + pmax

i,s−t,u,mRitmπ
max
itsum) +

∑
(u,s)

cusπ
cap
us

subject to

πtotitum + πmin
itsum + πmax

itsum + πcapus = 0 i = 1, ..., n,m ∈Mi, u ∈ Rim,
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t = −τim, ..., T − τim, s = t+ 1, ..., t+ τim (11)

πmin
itsum ≥ 0 i = 1, ..., n,m ∈Mi, u ∈ Rim,

t = −τim, ..., T − τim, s = t+ 1, ..., t+ τim

πmax
itsum ≤ 0 i = 1, ..., n,m ∈Mi, u ∈ Rim,

t = −τim, ..., T − τim, s = t+ 1, ..., t+ τim

πcapus ≤ 0 u = 1, ..., k, s = 1, ..., T

Each extreme ray (π̄totitum, π̄
min
itsum, π̄

max
itsum, π̄

cap
us ) of the feasible region of the dual gives the following

constraint for the master problem:∑
(i,t,u,m)

Ritmp
tot
itumπ̄

tot
itum +

∑
(i,t,s,u,m)

(pmin
i,s−t,u,mRitmπ̄

min
itsum + pmax

i,s−t,u,mRitmπ̄
max
itsum) +

∑
(u,s)

cusπ̄
cap
us ≤ 0

Given the limitations on the coefficients in this constraint, constraints corresponding to some ex-

treme rays are dominated by others. We will now classify the extreme rays for which the constraints

are not dominated. Note that the dual problem decomposes over the resources, so we will fix u.

It is clear that at least one of πtotitum and πmin
itsum should be positive to get a positive left hand side.

Thus, because of constraint (11), at least one of πtotitum, πmax
itsum and πcapus should be negative. Since

pmax
iqum ≥ pmin

iqum, πmax
itsum will not be negative if πmin

itsum is positive. Since
∑

q p
max
iqum ≥ ptotium, πmax

itsum will

not be negative for all s if πtotitum is positive. Since
∑

q p
min
iqum ≤ ptotium, πtotitum will not be negative if

πmin
itsum is positive. Therefore, πcapus will be negative for at least one time slot s.

Define σu as the set of all time slots s for which πcapus is negative. Note that each point in the

feasible region of the dual for which πcapus takes different values in σu, can be written as the sum of a

feasible point for which πcapus is constant in σu and another feasible point. It is quite straightforward

to show that a point π̄ with π̄capus = maxs∈σu π
cap
us for all s ∈ σu, π̄totitum = min(−maxs∈σu π

cap
us , πtotitum),

π̄max
itsum = −π̄totitum for all s /∈ σu, π̄min

itsum = −π̄capus − π̄totitum for all s ∈ σu and all other dual variables 0,

is suitable for this. Hence, an extreme ray has πcapus constant over all s ∈ σu.

For each (i, t,m) such that u ∈ Rim and there exists a s ∈ σu such that s > t and s ≤ t + τim

there are two options:
∑

s∈σu p
min
i,s−t,u,m ≥ ptotium −

∑
s/∈σu p

max
i,s−t,u,m or

∑
s∈σu p

min
i,s−t,u,m < ptotium −∑

s/∈σu p
max
i,s−t,u,m. In the first case the strongest constraint corresponds to the extreme ray with

πmin
itsum = −πcapus > 0 for s ∈ σu and the other dual variables zero for this (i, t,m). In the second

case the strongest constraint corresponds to the extreme ray with πtotitum = −πcapus > 0 with s ∈ σu,

πmax
itsum = −πtotitum < 0 for s /∈ σu and the other dual variables zero for this (i, t,m). This implies that

all extreme rays for which the constraint is not dominated give constraints of the following form:∑
(i,t,m)

χitmuσuRitm ≤
∑
s∈σu

cus,
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where, for t ≥ 0:

χitmuσu = max

 ∑
q:t+q∈σu

pmin
iqum, p

tot
ium −

∑
q:t+q /∈σu

pmax
iqum

.
χitmuσu can be interpreted as the minimal amount of resource u required in a set of time slots,

σu, for the release of one item i at time t with production mode m. Figure 1 depicts three examples

of the determination of χitmuσu . The first example releases an item i at time 1 with production

mode 0, for which the lead time is 2. It requires exactly 10 units of resource u in time slots 2 and

3. Hence χi,1,0,u,σu = 20. The second example releases the same item i at time 1 using production

mode 1, which has lead time 3. It requires in total 20, and in time slots 2, 3 and 4 at least 4 and

at most 10 units of resource u. Thus at most 10 units of resource u can be claimed outside σu.

Hence χi,1,1,u,σu = 20 − 10 = 10. The third example releases the same item i at time 2 with with

production mode 1, which has lead time 3. It requires in total 20, and in time slots 3, 4 and 5 at

least 4 and at most 10 units of resource u. Since it is possible to claim 16 units in time slot 4 and 5,

only the required 4 units have to be claimed in time slot 3. Thus χi,2,1,u,σu = 4. For t < 0, χitmuσu

should be determined based on the progress of the production process, i.e. the total amount of

resources required, ptotium in the above formula, should be adjusted to the amount of work that still

has to be carried out. Thus, for t < 0,

χitmuσu = max

 ∑
q:t+q∈σu

pmin
iqum, p

tot
ium −

0∑
s=t+1

Zitsum −
∑

q:t+q /∈σu∧t+q>0

pmax
iqum

 .

So far in this section, we found alterative capacity constraints using Benders’ decomposition.

They compare the available resources in a set of time slots with the minimum required amount

of resources. Note that the same capacity constraints were found in de Kruijff (2014), where the

inspiration was Hall’s marriage theorem (Hall (1935)). Note furthermore that these constraints

are knapsack constraints, which modern solvers use to eliminate non-integer solutions of the LP

relaxation to find higher lower bounds faster. If we replace the capacity constraints in our model

with these alternative capacity constraints for all resources u and all subsets of time slots σu, we

get an alternative formulation of the model, which we call Formulation 2. For this formulation the

following parameters are used as input:

σu: A set of time slots in [1, T ], used to make sure that there is enough capacity of resource

group u, u = 1, ..., k.

Σu: A collection of sets σu of time slots in [1, T ], used to make sure that there is enough

capacity of resource group u, u = 1, ..., k.

χitmuσu : The minimal amount of resource u, required in σu by the release of one item i at time

t with production mode m, i = 1, ..., n, m ∈ Mi, t = −τim, ..., T − τim, u ∈ Rim,

σu ∈ Σu.
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1 2 3 4 5

ptotium = 20

Ri,1,0

χi,1,0,u,σu = 20

pmin
iqum = 10 pmax

iqum = 10

1 2 3 4 5

ptotium = 20

Ri,1,1

χi,1,1,u,σu = 10

pmin
iqum = 4

pmax
iqum = 10

1 2 3 4 5

ptotium = 20

Ri,2,1

χi,2,1,u,σu = 4

pmin
iqum = 4

pmax
iqum = 10

Figure 1: Examples of the calculation of χitmuσu , with σu = {1, 2, 3} and ptotium = 20, pmax
iqum = 10 and pmin

iqum = 10 or
pmin
iqum = 4 for each time slot q.
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Then, the second mixed integer linear programming formulation of our model is:

min
T∑
t=0

n∑
i=1

αitIit +
T∑
t=0

n∑
i=1

βitBit +
n∑
i=1

∑
m∈Mi

T−τim∑
t=0

γitmRitm

subject to

Iit = Ii,t−1 +
∑
m∈Mi

Ri,t−τim,m −Dit −Git +Bit −Bi,t−1 i = 1, ..., n, t = 0, ..., T (12)

Git =
n∑
j=1

∑
m∈Mj

hijRj,t−δijm,m i = 1, ..., n, t = 0, ..., T (13)

Bit −Bi,t−1 ≤ Dit i = 1, ..., n, t = 0, ..., T (14)∑
(i,m)∈Iu

∑
t:[t+1,t+τim]∩σu 6=∅

χitmuσuRitm ≤
∑
s∈σu

cus ∀σu ∈ Σu, u = 1, ..., k (15)

Ii,−1 = Ii,−1, Bi,−1 = Bi,−1 i = 1, ..., n

Ritm = Ritm i = 1, ..., n,m ∈Mi,

t = −τim, ...,−1

Iit, Bit ≥ 0 i = 1, ..., n, t = 0, ..., T

Ritm ∈ N i = 1, ..., n,m ∈Mi,

t = 0, ..., T − τim

The objective minimizes the costs of holding finished items on inventory, the costs of delivering

products too late and the extra costs involved with using different production modes. Constraint

(12) is the inventory balance equation, which models the flow of goods and enforces the satisfaction

of demand. Constraint (13) determines the dependent demand. Constraint (14) ensures that

backlog is only used for external demand. Constraint (15) ensures for each resource and subset of

time slots that the amount of resources needed to execute all release orders is not bigger than the

capacity.

Note that there are an exponential number of capacity constraints in Formulation 2. However,

the idea of Benders’ decomposition is not to add all constraints corresponding to extreme rays of

the dual of the subproblem at once, but to solve the master problem without these constraints and

to add them when needed. We will describe an algorithm to do this in section 6.

5. Equivalence of the formulations

Although the way we constructed our second formulation implies that it is equivalent to our

first formulation, in this section we will give an alternative proof. First we introduce the Resource
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assignment graph, which is a directed graph that can be used to determine if the capacity constraints

of Formulation 1 hold, i.e. if enough resources are available to execute the released orders. We prove

this statement in a lemma, which we use to prove the equivalence of the formulations. Furthermore,

this Resource assignment graph will be used in the algorithm in section 6 to find missing capacity

constraints for a given release plan, as an alternative to creating the dual of the subproblem and

searching for extreme rays.

Given a set of release orders and a resource u, we define a Resource assignment graph as follows.

There is a source, a sink, a node for each release order (i, t,m) and a node for each time slot s.

There is an arc from the source to each release order (i, t,m) with capacity Ritmp
tot
ium and from

each time slot s to the sink with capacity cus. Furthermore, there is an arc from each release

order (i, t,m) to each time slot s in which resource u can be used for the execution of release order

(i, t,m). On these arcs the capacity is Ritmp
max
i,s−t,u,m and the minimum flow is of size Ritmp

min
i,s−t,u,m.

An example can be found in Figure 2.

Source(u)

(i, t,m)

s

Sink(u)

≤ Ritmptotium

Ritmp
min
i,s−t,u,m ≤ ≤ Ritmpmax

i,s−t,u,m

≤ cus

Figure 2: A Resource assignment graph. The maximum flow in this graph is of size
∑
itmRitmp

tot
ium if and only if

there is enough capacity of resource u available to execute the release plan.

Having defined the Resource assignment graph we show that the maximum flow (c.f. Ford Jr

& Fulkerson (1955)) in this graph is of size
∑

itmRitmp
tot
ium if and only if there is enough capacity

of resource u available to execute the release plan.

Lemma. The maximum flow in a Resource assignment graph is of size
∑

itmRitmp
tot
ium if and only

if the capacity constraints of Formulation 1 hold for resource u.

Proof. Suppose there is a flow of size
∑

itmRitmp
tot
ium and let Zitsum be the size of the flow on the arc

from (i, t,m) to s. The size of the flow implies that on each arc from the source to (i, t,m) the flow
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is Ritmp
tot
ium. Thus the constraint

∑t+τim
s=t+1 Zitsum = ptotiumRitm is satisfied, by the flow conservation in

node (i, t,m). By the flow conservation in node s constraint
∑n

i=1

∑
m∈Mi

∑s−1
t=s−τim Zitsum ≤ cus is

satisfied, since the flow from s to the sink is at most cus. Because of the capacity and minimal flow
constraints on the arcs from (i, t,m) to s also constraint pmin

i,s−t,u,mRitm ≤ Zitsum ≤ pmax
i,s−t,u,mRitm is

satisfied. Thus the capacity constraints of Formulation 1 for resource u hold if the maximum flow
is of size

∑
itmRitmp

tot
ium.

On the other hand, if the capacity constraints of Model 1 hold for resource u, the variables
Zitsum have values such that the constraints hold. Then a feasible flow of size

∑
itmRitmp

tot
ium can

be obtained by putting a flow of size Zitsum on the edges from (i, t,m) to s. This clearly is the
maximum flow.

We use this lemma to prove that both our formulations are equivalent.

Theorem. Formulation 1 and Formulation 2 are equivalent.

Proof. Since the difference between both formulations is the type of capacity constraints, we prove
the equivalence of the capacity constraints. By the definition of χitmuσu the capacity constraints of
Formulation 2 are necessary conditions for any set of releases that satisfies the capacity constraints
of Formulation 1. Hence we prove that these constraints are also sufficient, i.e. that the capacity
constraints of Formulation 2 are not satisfied if the capacity constraints of Formulation 1 are not
satisfied. For this we use the lemma and prove that the capacity constraints of Formulation 2 are
not satisfied if the maximum flow in the corresponding Resource assignment graph is not of size∑

itmRitmp
tot
ium.

If there is no feasible flow in the corresponding Resource assignment graph, then
∑

itmRitmp
min
i,s−t,u,m >

cus for some s. Thus the constraint
∑

itm χitmuσuRitm ≤
∑

s∈σu cus is violated for σu = {s}. If
there is a feasible flow, but the maximum flow is not of size

∑
itmRitmp

tot
ium, define F as the max-

imum flow, Fitm as the flow from the source to (i, t,m), Fitms as the flow from (i, t,m) to s and
σu as the set of time slots that can be reached from the source in the residual graph of the maxi-
mum flow. Note that, since F is not of size

∑
itmRitmp

tot
ium there is at least one (i, t,m) such that

Fitm < Ritmp
tot
ium and for this (i, t,m) there is at least one s such that Fitms < Ritmp

max
i,s−t,u,m, hence

σu is not empty.
Now we prove that

∑
itm χitmuσuRitm ≤

∑
s∈σu cus is violated for this σu. To do this we show∑

itm

∑
s∈σu Fitms <

∑
itm χitmuσuRitm, which is enough since

∑
itm

∑
s∈σu Fitms =

∑
s∈σu cus by

definition of F and σu. We prove this by distinguishing two cases. For the first case, let (i, t,m)
be one of the release orders for which Fitm < Ritmp

tot
ium and thus

∑
s∈σu Fitms < Ritmp

tot
ium −∑

s/∈σu Fitms. Note that s /∈ σu implies Fitms = pmax
i,s−t,u,mRitm and thus

∑
s∈σu Fitms < Ritmp

tot
ium −∑

s/∈σu p
max
i,s−t,u,mRitm ≤ χitmuσuRitm.

For the second case, let (i, t,m) be a release order for which Fitm = Ritmp
tot
ium and thus∑

s∈σu Fitms = Ritmp
tot
ium −

∑
s/∈σu Fitms. If for all s ∈ σu Fitms = pmin

i,s−t,u,mRitm,
∑

s∈σu Fitms =∑
s∈σu Ritmp

min
i,s−t,u,m ≤ χitmuσuRitm. On the other hand, if there is a time slot s for which

Fitms > pmin
i,s−t,u,mRitm, (i, t,m) can be reached from the source in the residual graph. Thus

s /∈ σu implies Fitms = pmax
i,s−t,u,mRitm and thus

∑
s∈σu Fitms = ptotiumRitm −

∑
s/∈σu p

max
i,s−t,u,mRitm ≤

χitmuσuRitm. Summing over these cases yields
∑

itm

∑
s∈σu Fitms <

∑
itm χitmuσuRitm and thus∑

itm χitmuσuRitm ≤
∑

s∈σu cus is violated for this σu.
Hence the capacity constraints of Formulation 2 are not satisfied if the maximum flow is not of

size
∑

itmRitmp
tot
ium. From the lemma follows that the capacity constraints of Formulation 2 form

a sufficient condition and thus that Formulation 1 and Formulation 2 are equivalent.
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6. Algorithm

When Benders’ decomposition is applied, the master problem is solved without the constraints

of the subproblem and these missing constraints are added when needed. Since Formulation 2

has an exponential number of capacity constraints, this will also be our approach. In this section

we describe our algorithm to solve Formulation 2, but first we explain how we use the Resource

assignment graph to find the missing capacity constraints instead of searching for extreme rays in

the dual problem of the subproblem. The idea for using this Resource assignment graph came from

the fact that the subproblem looks like a flow problem. Furthermore, we believe it is more intuitive

than searching for extreme rays in the dual problem of the subproblem.

In the previous section we proved that the maximum flow over a Resource assignment graph is

of size
∑

itmRitmp
tot
ium if and only if there is enough capacity of resource u available to execute the

release plan. So, by constructing the Resource assignment graph for each resource given a set of

release orders and finding the maximum flow over this graph we can check if this solution violates

any missing capacity constraints. Furthermore, we showed that the constraint
∑

itm χitmuσuRitm ≤∑
s∈σu cus is a violated constraint if σu is the set of time slots in the Resource assignment graph

that can be reached from the source in the residual graph. So, by finding this set in the residual

graph we can find a violated constraint. The method to find a missing constraint is outlined in

Algorithm 1. Note that the most time consuming part of Algorithm 1 is solving the maximum

flow, which is done only once. Since the maximum flow problem can be solved in polynomial time,

Algorithm 1 can be executed in polynomial time.

In some cases it is beneficial to partition the σu found by Algorithm 1 into two or more subsets.

This is the case if there is no possible release order that requires resource u in more than one of

these subsets, i.e. if for any given combination of i, t and m χitmuσ1
u

= χitmuσu for a subset σ1u. In

that case partitioning σu into subsets and adding one capacity constraint for each subset results in

stronger capacity constraints than adding the capacity constraint for σu.

In classical Benders’ decomposition the master problem is solved and then a subproblem is

used to check if any constraint is violated (c.f. Rahmaniani et al. (2017)). If a constraint is

violated, it is added to the master problem, which is solved again. This is repeated until no more

violated constraints are found and the problem is solved. In our case this is very time consuming,

because it requires solving mixed integer linear programs to optimality until sufficient capacity

constraints are found. To speed up the process of finding sufficient capacity constraints we apply

two-phase Benders (c.f. Rahmaniani et al. (2017)), i.e. we first solve the LP-relaxation with classical

Benders’ decomposition. Then we add the constraints found while solving the LP-relaxation to the

master problem and start solving it with branch and bound. However, we do not solve the master

problem to optimality before checking for violated capacity constraints, but we check for violated
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Input: Release orders Ritm and resource group u;
Construct the Resource assignment graph given the input;
Check if there is a feasible flow in this graph;
if there is no feasible flow then

Find s for which
∑

itm χitmusRitm > cus;
σu = s;

else
Find the maximum flow;
if maximum flow is of size

∑
itmRitmp

tot
ium then

σu = ∅;
else

Construct the residual graph of the maximum flow;
σu = { s | s can be reached from the source in the residual graph};

end

end
Output: σu;

Algorithm 1: Method to find a set of time slots σu belonging to a violated capacity constraint.

constraints for each integer solution found during the branch and bound. Our approach is described

in Algorithm 2 and could be called truncated two-phase Benders’ decomposition.

In other words, Algorithm 2 solves Model 2 by using Algorithm 1 to find missing capacity

constraints. It starts with Formulation 2 without capacity constraints or with only a small number

of its capacity constraints. It solves the LP relaxation of this model, adds any missing capacity

constraints and repeats this process until the solution of the LP relaxation satisfies all capacity

constraints. This is a fast way to find some important missing capacity constraints, since a period

with too few resources in the LP relaxation is also a period with too few resources in the original

problem. After this the mixed integer linear program is solved with branch and bound. However,

for each new incumbent we check if it violates any missing capacity constraints. If this is the case

we add these constraints and restart the branch and bound. Otherwise, we continue the branch

and bound process.

To add the missing constraints as global cuts and continue the branch and bound process might

seem a more natural approach, which is sometimes called modern Benders or the single-search-tree

strategy (c.f. Rahmaniani et al. (2017)). However, in this case CPLEX does not use the new

constraint in its presolving procedure and thus cannot use this knapsack constraint to strengthen

other constraints and bounds. Still, we implemented and tested this approach and it was clearly

slower than Algorithm 2.
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Input: Formulation 2 with only a subset of its capacity constraints;
Consider the LP relaxation of the model;
repeat

Solve the LP relaxation;
for u = 1 to k do

Use Algorithm 1 to find σu given u and the solution of the LP relaxation;
if σu 6= ∅ then

Partition σu if possible;
Add a capacity constraint for each part of σu to the LP relaxation;

end

end

until σu = ∅,∀u;
Consider the original problem of the LP relaxation;
repeat

Start solving the model with branch and bound;
while solving do

if new incumbent is found then
for u = 1 to k do

Use Algorithm 1 to find σu given u and the new incumbent;
end
if σu = ∅,∀u then

Continue solving;
else

Stop solving;
end

end

end
for u = 1 to k do

if σu 6= ∅ then
Partition σu if possible;
Add a capacity constraint for each part of σu to the model;

end

end

until σu = ∅,∀u;
Output: Optimal solution of Formulation 2 ;

Algorithm 2: An algorithm to solve Formulation 2 .
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7. Computational comparison of the two formulations

In Sections 3 and 4 we introduced two formulations for the mid-term production planning

problem for high-tech low-volume supply chains. Formulation 1 can be solved using branch and

bound. For Formulation 2 this is not viable, thus we developed Algorithm 2 to solve this model.

In this section we compare these two methods to solve the mid-term production planning problem

for high-tech low-volume supply chains. We first describe the test cases and then the results.

The test cases are loosely based on a mid-term production planning instance at ASML, one of

world’s leading providers of semiconductor equipment. The data is simplified, disguised and made

up in such a way that the tradeoffs to be addressed by their production planning are preserved. At

ASML, machines are assembled from modules and modules are assembled from components, which

are ordered at various suppliers. Besides machines ASML produces upgrade packages and service

parts for systems in the field. Their supply chain can be characterized by enormous bills of mate-

rials, long lead times, expensive materials, low-volume production, fluctuating demand, numerous

engineering changes and customer configurations. For the mid-term planning, each 4 weeks they

plan their production for the next 18 to 30 months in week buckets, based on a demand forecast.

Two of the most important challenges are the timing of the orders for expensive components with

long lead times and the lower resource availability during vacations.

The test cases consider the production of 4 machines and their 6 main modules during 104

weeks. The demand for each machine is based on a real life demand pattern and is on average 0.65

per week. The bill of materials of one machine in our test cases can be found in Figure 3. The

production of a machine starts with the assembly, followed by an extensive testing procedure and

packing the machine for shipping. Testing takes most of the time, but each of these phases takes

at least one week. Note that the order of these phases cannot be changed and that for example the

testing phase consists of different tasks the order of which is important. Teams of employees are

specifically trained for one of these phases. Note that the production of a machine and the testing

procedure are split into a generic part and a client specific part. The modules are machine specific

and have a lead time of 1 or 2 weeks. We only consider the resource that is required for the most

critical module.

During vacation periods less capacity is available at ASML, therefore machines are planned with

longer lead times such that the resource claims per week are smaller during the vacations. This way,

less inventory is required to fulfill the demand during vacations. Since most of the production time

is spent on the testing procedure, testing activities are the most challenging to schedule around the

vacation periods. Therefore, the testing resource is the only resource with less capacity availability

during vacations in our test cases. The vacation periods cover 6 weeks of summer vacations and one

week of Christmas holidays in each year. Furthermore, only items that require the testing resource
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Client specific
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Module 2
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Figure 3: Bill of material of one machine in the test cases. Materials are labeled with the resources they require for
production.

can be produced in different modes, i.e. the generic and the client specific parts of the machines can

be produced in 4 different production modes, which differ in lead time. This extra lead time can

only be used for testing. The parameter setting relevant to the resource usage and modes of one

machine can be found in Table 1. The parameters for the other 3 machines are slightly different,

but have a similar structure.

βit αit |Mi| τim γitm ptotium pmin
iqum-pmax

iqum

i m u q = 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Client 462 46 4 1 5 0 test 208 52-52 52-52 52-52 52-52 0-0 - - -
specific pack 150 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 150-150 - - -

2 6 46 test 208 0-52 0-52 0-52 0-52 0-52 0-0 - -
pack 150 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 150-150 - -

3 7 92 test 208 0-52 0-52 0-52 0-52 0-52 0-52 0-0 -
pack 150 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 150-150 -

4 8 139 test 208 0-52 0-52 0-52 0-52 0-52 0-52 0-52 0-0
pack 150 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 150-150

Generic - 37 4 1 3 0 assy 275 235-235 40-40 0-0 - - - - -
test 90 0-0 38-38 52-52 - - - - -

2 4 37 assy 275 235-235 40-40 0-0 0-0 - - - -
test 90 0-0 0-38 0-52 0-52 - - - -

3 5 74 assy 275 235-235 40-40 0-0 0-0 0-0 - - -
test 90 0-0 0-38 0-52 0-52 0-52 - - -

4 6 111 assy 275 235-235 40-40 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 - -
test 90 0-0 0-38 0-52 0-52 0-52 0-52 - -

Module 1 - 2 1 1 2 0 mod 7 4-4 3-3 - - - - - -

Module 2 - 5 1 1 1 0

Module 3 - 9 1 1 1 0

Module 4 - 2 1 1 1 0

Module 5 - 2 1 1 1 0

Module 6 - 2 1 1 1 0

Table 1: The parameter setting for one machine.

Table 2 gives an overview of the characteristics of the test cases. We created 60 test cases by

varying the number of resources and the available capacity of the test resource in both normal

and vacation periods. In the first set of 15 test cases we only included the test resource, which
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is required for the production of all generic and client specific parts of the machines. The normal

capacity of the test resource is varied from 2700 to 3300 in steps of 150. The vacation capacity is

varied between 2
3 ,

1
2 and 1

3 of the normal capacity. For the second set of 15 test cases we added

the resource that is required for the most critical module of three of the machines. For the third

set of test cases we added the packing resource, which is required for the client specific part of the

machines. And for the last set of test cases we added the assembly resource, which is required for

the generic part of the machines.

Number of items 32
Number of resources 1-4
Number of time slots 104

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3
Client Generic Module

Number of items 4 4 24
Number of components per item 1 6 0

Total demand 272 0 0
Number of production modes 4 4 1

Min Max Min Max Min Max

Lead time 5 15 3 9 1 2
Demand per time slot 0 2 0 0 0 0

Total demand 12 140 0 0 0 0
Total required of resource test 208 945 90 360 0 0

Total required of resource mod 0 0 0 0 0 7
Total required of resource pack 150 300 0 0 0 0
Total required of resource assy 0 0 275 445 0 0

Regular test capacity 2700-3300
Vacation test capacity 900-2200

Mod capacity 14
Pack capacity 1000
Assy capacity 1250

Table 2: Characteristics of the test cases.

The models and algorithms are implemented and tested using AIMMS 4.24. Instead of the

maximum flow algorithm used in Algorithm 1 we implemented a LP formulation of the correspond-

ing minimum cut problem, for practical reasons. Note that only a small part of the running time is

spent on Algorithm 1. Furthermore, we started Algorithm 2 with as input Formulation 2 with all

sets of length one for the packing, assembly and module resource and no sets for the test resource.

Note that for the packing, assembly and module resource the sets of length one are sufficient since

there is no flexibility in the assignment of these resources to time slots of production. Hence, it

is not required to check if there are any violated capacity constraint for these resources during

Algorithm 2.

The tests were performed on a HP EliteBook 8570w laptop with an Intel Core i7-3520M CPU

2.90GHz processor and 8 GB RAM. Formulation 1 was solved with CPLEX 12.6.3 and Formulation 2

was solved using Algorithm 2 and CPLEX 12.6.3. CPLEX used 4 threads and its standard settings.

Thus, by default, preprocessing is used to eliminate rows and columns, probing to tighten bounds,

heuristics to find integer solutions and cuts to strengthen lower bounds. Both models were given
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a maximal run time of 900 seconds. The results of the test cases can be found in Table 4, 5, 6

and 7. A summary of these results is given in Table 3. Furthermore, the number of variables and

constraints per set of test cases is given in Table 8.

Optimal solution Shorter run time Better solution Smaller gap

Form. 1 Form. 2 # Form. 1 Form. 2 Form. 1 Form. 2 Form. 1 Form. 2

Yes Yes 7 2 5 - - - -
No Yes 20 - 20 - 3 - 20
No No 33 - - 4 9 4 29

Optimal solution Average run time Average gap

Form. 1 Form. 2 # Form. 1 Form. 2 Form. 1 Form. 2

Yes Yes 7 241 83 0.00% 0.00%
No Yes 20 900 201 0.41% 0.00%
No No 33 900 900 0.82% 0.55%

Table 3: Summary of the test results.

In Table 3 we see that in 7 cases both models found the optimal solution. In these cases the

average solution time for Formulation 1 is 241 seconds and for Formulation 2, 83 seconds. There

are 33 cases for which no optimal solution is found for both models. In these cases the average

optimality gap was 0.82% for Formulation 1 and 0.55% for Formulation 2. Furthermore, there are

20 cases in which Formulation 2 was solved within 900 seconds, but Formulation 1 was not. The

average solution time for Formulation 1 is thus bigger than 900 seconds, while the average solution

time for Formulation 2 is only 201 seconds in these cases. Additionally, we see that for Formulation

2 in 12 cases a better solution was found than for Formulation 1, while vice versa was the true

for only 4 cases. In Table 4, 5, 6 and 7 we see that for cases in which Formulation 1 outperforms

Formulation 2 the differences are small, while the differences are often significant when Formulation

2 outperforms Formulation 1. We conclude that for these test cases solving Formulation 2 using

Algorithm 2 is substantially faster than solving Formulation 1.
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Cases with k = 1 Formulation 1 Formulation 2

Regular Vacation LP relax Run time Best Gap Processed Unexplored Run time Best Gap Constr. added Restarts Incumbent time last Last run: Nodes Total: Nodes

capacity capacity (seconds) solution nodes nodes (seconds) solution total root in B&B callbacks restart processed unexplored processed unexplored

3300 2200 197 26 275 0.00% 2358 0 18 275 0.00% 18 16 1 6 14 25 0 25 1
3300 1650 7502 900 7573 0.49% 503270 231787 900 7573 0.03% 17 14 3 15 18 8811724 606516 8811724 606519
3300 1100 16442 900 16538 0.22% 744891 462999 314 16538 0.00% 12 12 0 6 11 3494072 0 3494072 0
3150 2100 1213 354 1261 0.00% 255105 0 46 1261 0.00% 24 17 5 23 28 66709 0 74033 3519
3150 1575 8644 900 8690 0.36% 1218022 901118 25 8690 0.00% 17 13 3 14 17 24997 0 24997 3
3150 1050 17302 900 17387 0.18% 803151 447755 40 17387 0.00% 13 11 2 23 23 24681 0 32705 3327
3000 2000 2498 900 2593 2.33% 392203 255026 900 2584 1.69% 27 16 10 55 431 1893748 785784 3645920 1715583
3000 1500 9798 900 9836 0.20% 1155623 525158 900 9836 0.02% 15 14 1 10 18 11502571 81665 11503161 82099
3000 1000 18205 417 18300 0.00% 153361 0 33 18300 0.00% 14 11 3 19 21 40781 0 41103 240
2850 1900 3844 900 3921 1.41% 438035 301108 900 3921 0.88% 18 14 3 11 17 3668252 2610606 3668252 2610609
2850 1425 11001 900 11106 0.45% 407962 254230 900 11106 0.07% 18 15 3 24 23 4661128 1046612 4661774 1047194
2850 950 19425 900 19584 0.16% 249814 89546 101 19584 0.00% 28 19 8 46 45 50196 0 54844 1909
2700 1800 5271 900 5307 0.60% 825789 573674 260 5307 0.00% 35 22 12 51 51 1715271 0 1722703 4181
2700 1350 12411 900 12524 0.55% 268388 146964 900 12524 0.22% 50 31 17 67 106 1971605 762919 2023169 780329
2700 900 22102 900 22288 0.55% 52203 19184 900 22288 0.59% 162 103 50 211 709 94011 50475 304234 161669

Table 4: Results of test cases with 1 resource.

Cases with k = 2 Formulation 1 Formulation 2

Regular Vacation LP relax Run time Best Gap Processed Unexplored Run time Best Gap Constr. added Restarts Incumbent time last Last run: Nodes Total: Nodes

capacity capacity (seconds) solution nodes nodes (seconds) solution total root in B&B callbacks restart processed unexplored processed unexplored

3300 2200 198 22 276 0.00% 1208 0 36 276 0.00% 20 16 3 12 28 1856 0 4524 310
3300 1650 7586 900 7642 0.39% 689358 505146 900 7639 0.07% 18 15 3 28 30 5436939 1201204 5440917 1203038
3300 1100 16526 900 16614 0.09% 706617 341648 259 16614 0.00% 12 12 0 8 14 1696861 0 1696861 0
3150 2100 1215 900 1270 1.15% 410042 122618 243 1270 0.00% 27 17 8 45 129 198812 0 371330 22290
3150 1575 8725 900 8764 0.25% 476222 250097 900 8764 0.03% 18 15 3 22 28 5889499 606871 5895060 609414
3150 1050 17386 900 17495 0.26% 373744 175233 64 17472 0.00% 13 11 2 22 34 24270 0 32171 3640
3000 2000 2516 900 2612 2.42% 296225 165805 900 2612 1.89% 22 18 4 39 69 1060763 612940 1089199 630811
3000 1500 9879 900 9914 0.16% 674326 167273 900 9912 0.09% 17 16 1 15 21 5553262 1674658 5553262 1674659
3000 1000 18290 900 18404 0.11% 326063 100222 53 18404 0.00% 13 12 1 10 18 66552 0 66799 242
2850 1900 3896 900 3970 1.22% 339889 208232 900 3968 0.70% 19 17 2 12 21 1092400 568462 1092409 568473
2850 1425 11083 900 11179 0.36% 433425 295180 900 11179 0.10% 17 16 1 7 18 3376800 1253251 3376800 1253252
2850 950 19517 900 19668 0.19% 194738 87261 88 19668 0.00% 21 16 4 20 31 40317 0 42740 589
2700 1800 5353 900 5374 0.20% 1019708 368690 633 5374 0.00% 36 20 12 53 50 3012896 0 3014803 1604
2700 1350 12493 900 12589 0.39% 306664 186287 900 12591 0.33% 40 23 14 67 97 1176078 710134 1203044 726229
2700 900 22153 900 22335 0.55% 49622 18503 900 22332 0.51% 149 89 47 226 313 315391 201132 343385 220063

Table 5: Results of test cases with 2 resources.
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Cases with k = 3 Formulation 1 Formulation 2

Regular Vacation LP relax Run time Best Gap Processed Unexplored Run time Best Gap Constr. added Restarts Incumbent time last Last run: Nodes Total: Nodes

capacity capacity (seconds) solution nodes nodes (seconds) solution total root in B&B callbacks restart processed unexplored processed unexplored

3300 2200 198 23 276 0.00% 2317 0 35 276 0.00% 18 16 2 10 27 114 0 114 2
3300 1650 7586 900 7639 0.36% 873215 640128 900 7639 0.10% 18 15 3 19 30 3953466 1099709 3953472 1099718
3300 1100 16526 900 16614 0.13% 438888 175915 225 16614 0.00% 11 10 1 7 21 1412893 0 1412893 1
3150 2100 1215 900 1270 1.12% 455707 158466 127 1270 0.00% 32 20 8 42 58 99001 0 102513 1540
3150 1575 8725 900 8764 0.28% 770721 481569 900 8764 0.03% 19 15 4 32 66 4928852 1819727 4948314 1831016
3150 1050 17386 900 17490 0.33% 292915 169045 124 17472 0.00% 11 10 1 21 85 25766 0 103998 10297
3000 2000 2516 900 2597 1.70% 310942 156677 900 2612 1.92% 25 17 8 67 528 498698 282504 1051378 593693
3000 1500 9879 900 9912 0.16% 656146 145069 900 9912 0.11% 17 15 2 24 36 3973861 1617751 3976323 1618560
3000 1000 18290 900 18404 0.20% 338209 163434 97 18404 0.00% 12 12 0 5 21 112263 0 112263 0
2850 1900 3896 900 3968 1.21% 375387 247363 900 3968 0.75% 23 19 4 25 46 1274373 771256 1276368 772112
2850 1425 11083 900 11179 0.36% 358813 224532 900 11179 0.10% 15 14 1 8 24 3591687 992968 3591687 992969
2850 950 19517 900 19668 0.19% 162041 59250 47 19668 0.00% 21 17 3 19 33 3296 0 3305 12
2700 1800 5353 900 5374 0.26% 853318 406838 291 5374 0.00% 32 19 10 48 62 1364085 0 1366958 1641
2700 1350 12493 900 12591 0.41% 242499 134544 900 12578 0.12% 33 25 6 37 47 1408551 525467 1408567 525488
2700 900 22153 900 22334 0.52% 53563 18448 900 22334 0.51% 155 78 59 324 870 4007 2428 224834 131261

Table 6: Results of test cases with 3 resources.

Cases with k = 4 Formulation 1 Formulation 2

Regular Vacation LP relax Run time Best Gap Processed Unexplored Run time Best Gap Constr. added Restarts Incumbent time last Last run: Nodes Total: Nodes

capacity capacity (seconds) solution nodes nodes (seconds) solution total root in B&B callbacks restart processed unexplored processed unexplored

3300 2200 198 104 288 0.00% 28550 0 52 288 0.00% 20 16 4 19 39 2508 0 2703 152
3300 1650 7637 900 7823 0.46% 220790 77672 900 7823 0.08% 15 10 5 67 328 521933 44239 719140 109733
3300 1100 17393 900 18008 0.96% 136249 63527 900 17974 0.51% 6 6 0 24 22 753464 222044 753464 222044
3150 2100 1217 900 1281 1.29% 241311 87675 266 1281 0.00% 25 20 5 31 66 275337 0 286012 5440
3150 1575 8822 740 9014 0.00% 190678 0 359 9014 0.00% 11 8 3 41 86 277351 0 301537 9658
3150 1050 18587 900 19199 0.62% 155025 50411 900 19183 0.41% 6 6 0 26 22 864307 245869 864307 245869
3000 2000 2527 900 2612 1.43% 260340 133823 900 2612 0.76% 18 12 6 53 89 937651 317707 948357 323972
3000 1500 10020 900 10286 0.85% 170828 71804 598 10281 0.00% 8 7 1 24 30 561982 0 561987 6
3000 1000 19837 900 20556 1.16% 140132 56321 900 20558 1.05% 9 8 1 31 29 599734 278456 599742 278465
2850 1900 3915 900 4020 0.95% 224773 105999 900 4020 0.54% 19 12 7 56 66 1040955 344789 1042583 345445
2850 1425 11234 900 11597 0.57% 160343 52732 900 11597 0.61% 6 6 0 16 24 914748 371636 914748 371636
2850 950 21290 900 22064 0.93% 103345 33518 900 22064 0.69% 12 12 0 13 27 555132 294997 555132 294997
2700 1800 5372 900 5459 0.32% 263221 91310 174 5459 0.00% 14 8 5 27 43 141569 0 141951 386
2700 1350 12611 900 12979 0.92% 90151 35561 900 12962 0.36% 28 14 13 122 171 578793 198168 603401 214437
2700 900 23592 900 24675 2.25% 63929 40744 900 24706 2.27% 65 39 26 274 793 32244 21158 181648 116541

Table 7: Results of test cases with 4 resources.
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Besides the performance of the models, Table 4, 5, 6 and 7 also contain information on the

behavior of the two solution methods. For both approaches the number of processed and unexplored

nodes in the branch and bound tree are reported. For Formulation 2 these are split in the number

of nodes in total and in the last run, i.e. summed over all (re)starts and since the last restart,

respectively. Furthermore, the number of constraints added using the LP relaxation and in total

are reported. We see that most of the constraints are added using the LP relaxation and that the

number of added constraints is in general small. Additionally, the number of times the branching

process was restarted and the time stamp of the last restart are reported. In most test cases the

branching process is restarted less than 10 times and the last restart is after less than 60 seconds.

We conclude that our approach of finding missing constraints is quite effective. Lastly, the number

of incumbent callbacks is reported, i.e. the number of times a better integer solution was found

and a minimum cut problem was solved to check if no new capacity constraint were violated. The

average number of seconds required to solve this minimum cut problem can be found in Table 8.

Formulation 1 Formulation 2

Set of cases Constraints Variables Int. vars Nonzeros Constraints (avg) Variables Int. vars Nonzeros (avg) avg mincut time

1 resource 60625 37785 6456 172653 7655 13241 6456 56439 0.25
2 resources 62334 38409 6456 176745 7757 13241 6456 56140 0.35
3 resources 91798 52137 6456 237597 7861 13241 6456 58585 0.46
4 resources 115438 62953 6456 289013 7952 13241 6456 57225 0.58

Table 8: Size of models for different sets of test cases.

Observe that in cases with more resources the time limit is reached more often. In many of these

cases the same solution value is found by both models. However, the optimality gap of Formulation

2 is in general smaller. Furthermore, note that the number of processed nodes for Formulation 2 is

much bigger than for Formulation 1 in cases that the time limit was reached. This can be explained

by the smaller number of constraints and variables of Formulation 2.

8. Comparison to Spitter et al. (2005)

This section will compare our model to the model in Spitter et al. (2005), which is, to the best

of our knowledge, the model in the literature that is the closest to our model. Spitter et al.

(2005) consider capacity constrained Supply Chain Operations Planning for arbitrary supply chain

structures. Supply Chain Operations Planning aims to coordinate the release of materials and

resources in the supply chain such that customer service goals are met at minimal costs. In their

paper two alternative linear programming formulations of this planning problem are proposed. We

will focus on the formulation with balance equations. To compare both models, we will discuss the

differences in assumptions, introduce their notation and model, introduce a test case that fits in

both models and compare the computational times of both approaches.
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The most important difference in assumptions is that we assume a low-volume production

environment, while they do not. This allows them to use continuous variables, while for low-

volume environments integer release variables are required. We cope with this difference by adding

an integrality constraint on the release variables in their model, such that it can be used for low-

volume production planning.

Spitter et al. (2005) assume that items can be produced on several resources, i.e. that there are

a number of resources that can produce a certain item and it is even possible to produce an order

for an item partly on one of those resources and partly on another. In the high-tech low-volume

industries we consider, resources are often specialized in a certain task and switching resources

during the production process is very undesirable because of the complexity of the production

process, if it is even physically possible at all. Furthermore, in these industries the production of

some items requires multiple resources.

In the model of Spitter et al. (2005) capacity can be allocated at any point in time during the

lead time, i.e. the resources needed for the production of one item could all be claimed in one

time slot or could be spread out over different time slots within the lead time. This decouples

the material release from the resource consumption. In an high-tech low-volume environment the

production of an item consists of different tasks that often cannot be executed in parallel and

sometimes cannot be interrupted. This limits the resource allocation per time slot within the lead

time.

The model of Spitter et al. (2005) does not consider different production modes nor allows for

components arriving during the lead time. These assumptions are in line with the very flexible

allocation of resources and fit high-volume production settings. This concludes our discussion of

the differences in assumptions.

Now, we will introduce the notation used in Spitter et al. (2005). Since many of the parameters

and variables are the same as in our model, we only describe the differences. Since they assume

that an item can be produced on multiple resources, they use Ri as the set of resources which can

produce item i and Viut as a variable that specifies how much of resource u in time slot t is allocated

to the production of items i. This allows the Zits variable to be independent of the resource. Other

differences and exact definitions can be found in the following overview of parameters:
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τi: τi ∈ N, i = 1, ..., n, the planned lead time for the production of item i.

Ri: the set of resources that could be used for the production of item i, i = 1, ..., n.

pi: pi ≥ 0, the total amount of a resource required to produce one item i, here is assumed

that this is equal for each u ∈ Ri.
Rit: Rit ∈ N, the size of the work order of item i released in the past at time t, i = 1, ..., n,

t = −τi, ...,−1.

V iut: V iut ≥ 0, the capacity of resource u already allocated in time slot t to the production

of items i, i = 1, ..., n, u ∈ Ri, t = −τi + 1, ..., 0.

Zits: Zits ≥ 0, the part of the work, related to the work order released in the past, Rit,

already executed in time slot s, i = 1, ..., n, t = −τi, ...,−1, s = t+ 1, ...0.

And variables:

Rit: The size of the work order of item i released at time t, i = 1, ..., n, t = −τim, ..., T −1.

Viut: the capacity of resource u allocated in time slot t to the production of items i, i =

1, ..., n, u ∈ Ri, t = −τi + 1, ..., T .

Zits: the part of the work, related to the work order release Rit, executed in time slot s,

i = 1, ..., n, t = −τi, ..., T , s = t+ 1, ...t+ τi, s ≤ T .

As mentioned before we assume that Rit is an integer variable, while this is not the case in

Spitter et al. (2005). Their linear programming formulation with balance equations is as follows:

min
T∑
t=0

n∑
i=1

αitIit +
T∑
t=0

n∑
i=1

βitBit

subject to

Iit = Ii,t−1 +Ri,t−τi −Dit −Git +Bit −Bi,t−1 i = 1, ..., n, t = 0, ..., T (16)

Git =
n∑
j=1

hijRjt i = 1, ..., n, t = 0, ..., T − 1 (17)

Bit −Bi,t−1 ≤ Dit i = 1, ..., n, t = 0, ..., T (18)

piRit =

min(t+τi,T )∑
s=t+1

Zits i = 1, ..., n, t = −τi, ..., T − 1 (19)

t−1∑
s=t−τi

Zist =
∑
u∈Ri

Viut i = 1, ..., n, t = 1, ..., T (20)

∑
i:u∈Ri

Viut ≤ cut u = 1, ..., k, t = 1, ..., T (21)
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Ii,−1 = Ii,−1, Bi,−1 = Bi,−1 i = 1, ..., n

Rit = Rit i = 1, ..., n, t = −τi, ...,−1

Zits = Zits i = 1, ..., n, t = −τi, ...,−1, s = t+ 1, ..., 0

Iit, Bit ≥ 0 i = 1, ..., n, t = 0, ..., T

Rit ∈ N i = 1, ..., n, t = 0, ..., T − 1

Viut ≥ 0 i = 1, ..., n, u ∈ Ri, t = 0, ..., T − 1

Zits ≥ 0 i = 1, ..., n, t = −τi, ..., T − 1, s = t+ 1, ..., t+ τi

To create a test case that fits both models we made a number of assumptions. We assume that

each item can be produced by, and requires, at most one resource, i.e. |Ri| = 1 for the model

of Spitter et al. (2005) and |Rim| ≤ 1 for our model. Furthermore, we do not consider different

production modes, thus |Mi| = 1 and γitm = 0, nor allow component claims during lead time, i.e.

δijm = 0. There are also no minimum or maximal capacity claims per time slot of production, thus

pmin
iqum = 0 and pmax

iqum = ptotium.

Under the first assumption constraint (20) and (21) simplify to
∑

i:u∈Ri
∑t−1

s=t−τi Zist ≤ cut for

the one u ∈ Ri, which is equal to constraint (6) under the assumption that there are not multiple

modes. Also, the other constraints of the model of Spitter et al. (2005) are equal to the constraints

of the first formulation of our model under the assumptions of this test case. Hence, the formulation

with balance equations of the model of Spitter et al. (2005) is equal to the first formulation of our

model for this test case.

The test case is similar to the test case in Spitter et al. (2005) and considers a fictitious supply

chain with 263 items, of which 20 end items. The supply chain is converging and consists of 5

levels, i.e. end items are on level 1 and do not have any successors and each other item has exactly

one successor on one level lower. There are 20 items on level 1, 30 items on level 2, 45 items on

level 3, 67 items on level 4 and 101 items on level 5. Except the items on level 5, each item has at

least one and on average 1.5 predecessors.

The test case considers 52 time slots. The lead times of the items on level 5 are arbitrarily

set to 4 or 5 time slots, while the lead times of the other items are randomly set to 1 or 2. The

inventory and backlog costs depend on the value of the items and backlog costs 10 times more than

inventory. The value of the items on level 5 are arbitrarily set to an integer between 1 and 5 and

the value of the other items is equal to the sum of the values of the predecessors plus one.

The test case contains 84 resources: 10 are used for the production of end items, 23 for items

on level 3 and 51 for items on level 5. Each item on level 1, 3 and 5 requires exactly one resource

during production. Each resource is used for the production of at least one and on average two

items. The amount of a required resource needed for the production of one item is randomly set
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to an integer between 1 and 5.

To create different test scenarios we varied the demand and the available capacity. For each end

item and each time slot, the demand follows a binomial distribution with a chance of succes of 0.5

and the number of tries varies per test case. Test cases with the same number of tries have exactly

the same demand pattern. Past releases are equal to the expected (dependent or independent)

demand per time slot and past resource allocations are enough to fully produce each item released

in the past. The expected capacity utilization varies over the test cases. The capacity is equal to

the amount of resources required to fulfill the expected demand divided by the capacity utilization.

For half the test cases the capacity is constant over time. For the other test cases there are two

holiday periods of 4 time slots in which the expected utilization is 200%. In these test cases the

expected utilization of the other time slots is chosen such that the expected utilization over the

whole planning horizon is equal to the expected utilization in the other test cases.

This test case was used to compare the formulation with balance equations of Spitter et al.

(2005) with the second formulation of our model. Both models are implemented and tested using

AIMMS 4.24. Like in section 7, instead of the maximum flow algorithm used in Algorithm 1,

we implemented a LP formulation of the corresponding minimum cut problem. Furthermore, we

started Algorithm 2 with as input Formulation 2 with all sets of length one for all resources. The

tests were performed on a HP EliteBook 8570w laptop with an Intel Core i7-3520M CPU 2.90GHz

processor and 8 GB RAM. The model of Spitter et al. (2005) was solved with CPLEX 12.6.3 and

Formulation 2 was solved using Algorithm 2 and CPLEX 12.6.3. CPLEX used 1 thread and its

standard settings. Thus, by default, preprocessing is used to eliminate rows and columns, probing

to tighten bounds, heuristics to find integer solutions and cuts to strengthen lower bounds. Both

models were given a maximal run time of 900 seconds.

The results of the test cases can be found in Table 9 and 10. Similar to the previous section,

more details about the behavior of the solving methods can also be found in these tables. Note that

shorter run times, better best solutions and smaller gaps are highlighted. However,

in our view, the difference in performance is not significant if both methods did not

solve the case within 900 seconds and the difference in gap is less than 0.02%. So, in

these cases the gap is not highlighted.

The formulation with balance equations of Spitter et al. (2005) outperforms our second for-

mulation for most of the test cases. Apparently, removing the high-tech-specific aspects, such as

different production modes and more complex resource requirements, reduces the computational

complexity of the problem.
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Cases Spitter et al. (2005) Formulation 2

Expected Expected LP relax Run time Best Gap Processed Unexplored Run time Best Gap Constr. added Restarts Incumbent time last Last run: Nodes Total: Nodes

demand utilization (seconds) solution nodes nodes (seconds) solution total root in B&B callbacks restart processed unexplored processed unexplored

5 0.85 6210.575 5 6332 0.00% 150 0 79 6332 0.00% 151 100 3 13 50 231 0 313 83
5 0.90 7798.375 8 14877.9 0.00% 490 0 67 14877.9 0.00% 141 88 1 7 45 231 0 231 1
5 0.95 19975.6 183 23222.1 0.00% 7399 0 456 23222.1 0.00% 290 224 11 24 246 9214 0 11846 2461
4 0.85 11482.29 74 37724.4 0.00% 4536 0 880 37724.4 0.00% 420 332 26 104 666 10584 0 23553 5989
4 0.90 24105.68 168 39469.5 0.00% 10621 0 734 39469.5 0.00% 228 151 36 76 645 3013 0 6275 3209
4 0.95 39292.75 900 45472.1 0.62% 60206 3981 900 56316.4 19.76% 766 463 27 58 898 0 1 11926 8737
3 0.85 6094.467 3 15622.7 0.00% 14 0 77 15622.7 0.00% 374 249 2 12 56 35 0 72 2
3 0.90 16357.19 506 18709.4 0.00% 29587 0 900 18758.8 0.37% 148 96 49 103 881 317 291 18245 14038
3 0.95 33793.83 900 36402.7 0.35% 46980 24572 900 37102.6 2.40% 591 463 33 66 889 0 0 10181 8723
2 0.85 34330.1 168 41027.7 0.00% 6743 0 766 41027.7 0.00% 653 572 24 115 656 1447 0 5402 2151
2 0.90 36537.24 900 47339.3 0.01% 48671 23475 900 47339.6 0.02% 525 443 14 47 420 15874 6210 17957 7769
2 0.95 48990.98 900 54364.7 0.62% 60891 27926 900 54451.7 0.94% 1517 1356 30 59 887 0 0 9693 8035

Table 9: Results of test cases without holiday periods.

Cases Spitter et al. (2005) Formulation 2

Expected Expected LP relax Run time Best Gap Processed Unexplored Run time Best Gap Constr. added Restarts Incumbent time last Last run: Nodes Total: Nodes

demand utilization (seconds) solution nodes nodes (seconds) solution total root in B&B callbacks restart processed unexplored processed unexplored

5 0.85 7976.293 563 8658.3 0.00% 44523 0 488 8658.3 0.00% 303 248 4 28 294 8096 0 17861 512
5 0.90 8764.393 900 9763.5 0.07% 59166 39254 900 9762.5 0.04% 334 276 5 25 113 21695 7379 22109 7794
5 0.95 10490.63 900 13621.7 0.07% 53849 36593 900 13621.6 0.06% 382 325 4 22 262 18630 11258 20820 11705
4 0.85 13602.01 900 13745.7 0.01% 49383 13122 564 13745.7 0.00% 333 277 3 13 86 21739 0 22033 289
4 0.90 15378.88 900 18268.8 0.03% 54161 10256 900 18268.5 0.02% 406 343 5 20 162 22150 8643 23222 9703
4 0.95 18188.6 900 20914.4 0.15% 46154 23679 900 20972.8 0.43% 585 454 43 101 851 491 457 17016 13122
3 0.85 6355.205 900 8103.9 0.10% 46185 13944 900 8104.5 0.07% 293 226 6 32 126 41839 9261 42815 10051
3 0.90 6854.115 900 8562.7 0.07% 50420 16050 900 8562.8 0.15% 340 263 16 52 659 3655 1789 11618 6917
3 0.95 8378.095 900 9606 0.84% 47123 19059 900 9622.7 1.05% 398 291 21 64 784 1238 673 16341 11613
2 0.85 12648.3 900 12772.5 0.02% 59135 19484 900 12773 0.04% 392 318 13 46 400 17088 6496 21134 8919
2 0.90 14090.06 900 32558.6 0.02% 46660 29179 900 32558.6 0.02% 494 375 27 93 549 9212 4678 17835 11077
2 0.95 23534.79 900 67833.4 0.01% 45146 32701 900 67885.4 0.10% 744 537 44 96 886 1031 900 18949 15217

Table 10: Results of test cases with two holiday periods.
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Note that the concept of capacity utilization might have different implications in a low-volume

setting than in a high-volume setting. Consider a resource that is only used for the production of

one item. Suppose the expected demand of this item is 5 and the lead time 1. Then an expected

capacity utilization of 0.95 implies that the capacity of this resource will allow the production of

5.26 items. Since it is impossible to create 0.26 items, 5.26 capacity means that at most 5 items

can be produced, which is equal to the expected demand of this item. This happens more often

when the average demand decreases or the expected capacity utilization increases. We see that in

both cases the problem becomes more difficult to solve.

Based on the first five rows of table 10, our second formulation seems to outperform

the formulation of Spitter et al. (2005) in the test cases with lower resource availability during

the vacation periods and higher expected demand. The lower resource availability during the

vacations means that the capacity problems are focused around the holidays. This benefits our

second formulation, since the algorithm only needs to add constraints around the holidays. From

the performance details in Table 9 and Table 10 we observe that Algorithm 2 adds less capacity

constraints during the branch and bound and spends less time on restarts for the test cases with

two vacation periods. Furthermore, we observe that higher expected utilization and lower average

demand increase the number of constraints added during the branch and bound and time spend on

restarts.

In conclusion, the addition of resource complexity typical for high-tech industries is best dealt

with with Formulation 2, as the Benders-like approach enables to identify these complexities and

adds the necessary resource constraints. This complexity includes difference in availability of re-

sources over time. In case capacity constraints are stable over time and there is a one-to-one

relationship between items and resources, Formulation 1 solves faster. As these problem character-

istics can be identified directly from the problem formulation, it is possible to create an algorithm

that combines the strength of both formulations.

9. Conclusions and further research

In this paper we introduced a model of the mid-term production planning problem for the

high-tech low-volume industry. The model has semi-flexible capacity constraints, which give extra

planning flexibility and force the division of the capacity claims over multiple time slots if necessary.

Furthermore, the model allows different production modes for the production of an item, which

also increases the planning flexibility. These modes differ in lead time, resource requirement or

assembly sequence.

Because of the integer production variables, size of realistic instances and complexity of the

model, regular branch and bound methods have trouble solving this model. We applied Benders’
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decomposition to get an alternative formulation of the problem. Formulation 2 contains an expo-

nential number of capacity constraints. So, we developed Algorithm 2 to solve this model without

adding all constraints. The algorithm checks for each new incumbent if any capacity constraints

are violated. If this is the case the constraints are added and the solver is restarted. A maximum

flow algorithm is used to find the missing constraints. Results from a realistic test instance show

that utilizing Algorithm 2 to solve Formulation 2 is significantly faster than solving Formulation 1

with standard branch and bound.

Furthermore, we compared our methods with the approach in Spitter et al. (2005). Formu-

lation 1 and the model of Spitter et al. (2005) are identical under some restrictive

assumptions, e.g. simplified resource usage and no different production modes. We

showed that under these assumptions the model of Spitter et al. (2005) outperforms

Formulation 2 when the capacity availability is constant over time or the capacity

utilization is high.

The computational study shows that there are still many realistic instances that cannot be

solved to optimality fast. Hence, further research should focus on further reducing the solution

time of these models. Another remaining question is how to set the parameters, e.g. lead times

and resource usage parameters, to maximize the performance of the rolling horizon approach for

high-tech low-volume supply chains.
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Appendix: Proof of NP-hardness

Theorem. Formulation 1 describes a NP-hard problem.

Proof. Consider an instance of the Multi-dimensional knapsack problem. Thus we have a set of
items i, which have a value vi and a size in D dimensions: w̄i = (wi1, ..., wiD). Furthermore, we
have a D-dimensional knapsack with a capacity of W̄ = (W1, ...,WD). We want to choose a subset
of the items such that the sum of the values of these items is maximized and the sum of the sizes
is at most the capacity of the knapsack in each dimension.

Construct an instance of Formulation 1 with the same items, D resources and two time slots.
The lead time of each item is one. The demand at time 1 is one for each item and the cost for
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having backlog of an item i is vi. Note that you have to pay this backlog cost in the second time
slot if you do not produce this item in the first time slot. Resource u has capacity Wu in the first
time slot and item i requires exactly wiu of resource u in the first and only time slot of production.
All other parameters are zero.

Clearly, the items Formulation 1 will choose to produce correspond with the items you would
choose in your knapsack. Hence, if it would be possible to solve Formulation 1 in polynomial time
it would also be possible to solve the Multi-dimensional knapsack problem in polynomial time.
Since the Multi-dimensional knapsack problem problem is NP-hard (Chekuri & Khanna (2004)),
we conclude that Formulation 1 describes a NP-hard problem.
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